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New regimes of astrophysical and planetary science are being experimentally studied at high energy density facilities 

around the world, spanning drive energies from microjoules to megajoules, and time scales from femtoseconds to 

microseconds. In this presentation, we will provide an overview of recent research done on the NIF 192 beam, NIF-

ARC, Omega 60 beam, and Omega EP lasers in the US. A selection of examples from the NIF, ARC, Omega, and EP 

lasers are: target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) protons up to 20 MeV from ARC [1]; relativistically hot electrons 

with a slope temperature > ~1 MeV from planar experiments with ARC [2]; plasma - nuclear reactions relevant to 

stellar nucleosynthesis [3,4]; deep-nonlinear multi-mode Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability experiments relevant to 

supernovae [5]; radiative shock stabilized RT instability experiments relevant to supernova remnants [6]; dynamic 

diffraction off carbon (diamond) in the solid state at pressures of up to 20 Mbar relevant to exoplanet interiors [7]; 

collisional to collisionless shock transition on NIF relevant to astrophysical shocks [8]; Weibel instability induced 

magnetic field generation in scaled astrophysical flows on Omega [9]; and turbulent dynamo amplification of magnetic 

fields on Omega and NIF relevant to magnetic field generation mechanisms in the universe [10].   
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